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Why are government bond yields declining?
Is the new Delta variant a threat to the global economic recovery?
What should we expect from the upcoming earnings season?
What we found to be most interesting, since Federal Reserve Chairman Powell spoke on June
16th, is government bond interest rates have been on a decline (please see chart). The yield
closed at 1.56% on June 16th, and on Thursday it declined to 1.28%.

Most recently, long-term treasuries and the dollar have been increasing more than the stock
market (please see chart below).

As investors, we have to ask ourselves, why.
We believe the new Delta variant is a cause for concern and the reason why ‘Flight
to Quality’ assets are increasing and risk assets are declining. What does ‘Flight to
Quality’ mean?
1. Investors buy assets that they feel will be secure during a potential economic downturn.
2. The assets that historically have protected capital are the US dollar and US treasuries.
Gold has also been an asset that has proven to protect during downturns as well.
As investors, what should we do about the potential for the Delta variant to cause
additional lockdowns around the world?
1. First, we, nor anyone else, know precisely when COVID in general will be behind us.
2. Our narrative has always been that one risk to the current global economic expansion
are variants that can potentially breakthrough the current vaccines.
3. It appears that fully vaccinated people have some protection, but the efficacy has been
reduced. The Israeli government said in a statement on Monday that the PfizerBioNTech vaccine provided 64% protection against the infection. The good news is the
vaccine was now 93% effective in preventing severe disease and hospitalization. This is a
reason why we believe the Delta variant “growth scare” may have peaked for the markets
this past week.

4. Furthermore, as long as developing countries have limited access to vaccines, and some
people in developed countries refuse to get vaccinated, other variants will emerge over
time, perhaps stronger than Delta.
5. We believe COVID is going to be an endemic, like the flu. We as a world have to get used
to living with this disease.
Our Conclusion
What should you do with your portfolio?
1. We don’t believe any investor should sell their risky assets, such as stocks, on
anticipation of this variant or others impeding economic growth.
2. We believe there is more risk to timing the market then being in the market (please
review chart below).
3. As we constantly say, being balanced and rebalancing when there are dislocations in
various markets, is a sound strategy that will prevail over time.

What should we expect from the upcoming earnings season?
As the earnings season for the second quarter begins, investors will be looking
for:
1. New signs of growth in corporate revenues and profits.
2. In countries like the US, the conversation continues to shift from recovery to expansion
as the economic impact of the pandemic fades and inflation heats up.
3. Whether the bull market can continue and lofty valuations can be justified will depend
largely on whether the economy can find a new gear to sustainably grow.
What can investors expect from company profits in the quarters ahead?
1. Current Wall Street estimates suggest that S&P 500 profits returned to pre-pandemic
levels of $164 per share during the second quarter, mirroring the expected recovery in
GDP across the broader economy.
2. This is faster than expected and would represent a 38% growth rate in 2021 and 21%
over the next twelve months.
3. As recently as the beginning of the year, the market didn’t expect a full recovery until the
fourth quarter.
4. A full recovery during the second quarter means that the recession in earnings only
lasted four full quarters, rather than nearly two years.
Ultimately, investors should continue to focus on:
1. Earnings and valuations since, in the long run, they are what drive stock market returns.
2. Although there are always uncertainties, such as potential new variants, history shows
that those who are able to stay invested throughout the business cycle can improve their
odds of financial success.

Below are three insights that help keep earnings season in perspective:
1. Corporate earnings have likely staged a full recovery

2. Many sectors are benefiting from economic growth

3. Other regions are catching up

Conclusion
Upcoming earnings reports will be followed closely for signs of continued growth. However,
please keep in mind that the Delta variant and others can be a cause for concern for investors.
Why? If lockdowns occur throughout the world again, this can cause consumers to pullback
spending, which can/will affect corporate earnings in the next quarter or two. So, as much as
investors will be paying attention to what companies are saying this quarter, remember that
market participants look forward 3-6 months or more to make investment decisions.

What We're Reading
JP Morgan Chase: Halftime Report: Markets in 2021
130 nations support US proposal for global minimum tax
Reflation rethink sends bond markets into a spin
'A Narrative of Fear': Plunging Stocks Finally Heed Bond Signal
10-year Treasury yield falls to 1.25% amid growth/variant concerns
Wells Fargo tells customers it's shuttering all personal lines of credit
Pfizer says it's developing a booster shot to target delta variant
US Competitiveness Needs a Shot in the Arm

Markets This Week
This week saw a flight to more conservative investments particularly in fixed income as uncertainty about the
global receovery was influenced by the impact of the delta variant. The long end of the curve saw the biggest gains
as investors search for yield and risk-free assets in Treasuries. Emerging markets also took a hit based on this news
as well. As the dollar weakened, gold had itself a solid week of gains as it continues to make a comback to being
flat on the year. Energy continues to have tug-of-war type weeks has it posted a greater than 3% loss but is still
your leading sector on the year as inflation continues to be a major factor as well.
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S&P 500 (SPY)

0.42%

16.87%

20+ Yr. Treasuries (TLT)

1.03%

-6.76%

Consumer Disc. (XLY)

0.75%

13.69%

Dow (DIA)

0.23%

14.54% Barclays US Aggregate (AGG)

0.28%

-1.65%

Info. Technology (XLK)

0.89%

16.53%

NASDAQ (QQQ)

0.67%

15.22% Intermediate Municipal (MUB)

0.37%

0.83%

Financials (XLF)

-0.62%

25.08%
13.85%

Russell 1000 Grow th (IWF)

0.99%

15.49%

US Corporate Bonds (LQD)

0.33%

-1.81%

Health Care (XLV)

0.33%

Russell 1000 Value (IWD)

-0.24%

17.26%

Barclays US High Yield (HYG)

-0.07%

1.88%

Utilities (XLU)

0.91%

3.79%

Vanguard Mid-Cap (VO)

0.10%

16.10%

Industrials (XLI)

0.19%

17.23%

Vanguard Small-Cap (VB)

-0.55%

15.71%

Energy (XLE)

-3.36%

40.93%

Materials (XLB)

0.12%

15.11%

International Equities
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Consumer Staples (XLP)

0.31%

4.56%

MSCI EAFE (EFA)

0.28%

9.05%

Commodities (PDBC)

-1.99%

30.73%

Comm. Services (XLC)

-0.61%

21.20%

MSCI Emerging (EEM)

-2.25%

3.64%

Gold (GLD)

1.15%

-5.13%

REITS (VNQ)

2.46%

24.42%

Homebuilders (XHB)

-1.01%

27.23%

The table above is an analysis of the weekly and year to date returns of various markets/sectors that we follow (More RED = worse performing
markets/sectors; More GREEN = best performing markets/sectors). Source: IEX Trading & PWM Research.

Retirement Planning:
'Inflation is the silent killer,' as many retirees are feeling the sting
Although this might not apply to all retirees, many retirees across the US are seeing the increase in
prices across the board effect their bottom line. Being aware of items that are seeing significant price
increases can help all retirees remain aware of what they are purchasing.

Tax Planning:
How Charitable Stacking Can Provide Significant Tax Savings
If you donate to charities annually, or are looking for ways to expand your deductions and tax savings
during filing season, organizing a donor-advised fund can be one option to look into to save on taxes
each year.

Estate Planning:
How to Keep Your Money Safe in the Future
Experts shares strategies for finding a trustworthy advocate to help you keep your finances safe as
you age through a power of attorney.

Health:
5 Things To Know About the Delta Variant
Yale’s Division of Medicine updated its concerns of the most prevalent variant of the COVID virus
known as the Delta variant. We urge our readers to take a look at their research and findings to gain
more knowledge about protection against this strain of Coronavirus.

Entrepreneur:
Horrifying Yet All-Too-Common Marketing Mistakes To Avoid
Marketing for any business can be a tall task, yet avoiding these key mistakes and capitalizing on key
opportunities will make or break your marketing strategy.
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